Wheat protein is one of the most important specifications used in domestic and import purchase contracts and is used partly as a proxy for functional quality. The purpose of this article is to analyse the demand for wheat delineated by protein class. A choice-based econometric model is specified and estimated using a novel dataset of pooled wheat shipments to individual importing countries. Buyers are importing countries that make purchase decisions among different protein levels. The model frames the choice in terms of attributes of the choice and of the importing countries. Results indicate that there have been shifts over time, and purchase probabilities are highly price elastic and vary across importing regions. Functional characteristics including wet gluten content and extraction rates have significant impacts on purchase probabilities. These results have implications for breeders as it clearly illustrates the role of protein and functional characteristics on demand. The results also have implications for analysts modelling wheat trade in that there are many factors impacting market segments that would not be captured in conventional demand specifications.
Introduction
An important source of differentiation in the international wheat market is that of protein level, particularly in hard wheats. Protein content is an easily measured proxy for desired functional characteristics. In addition, the major focus of breeding programs in many developed and developing countries relates to increases in protein content (e.g. as discussed in Pena 2007; Kohli and Pena 2007) , and several countries have made initiatives to improve protein content. Australia has made strides to increase its protein content to penetrate the higher protein markets, primarily through the class Australian Wheat Board Prime Hard Wheat. In the United States, hard red winter (HRW) and hard red spring (HRS) wheat are the largest classes produced and exported, are higher in protein and differentiation within these classes is primarily by protein level. Premiums exist in these markets for protein, which are reflected internationally. There is substantial variability in the demand for wheat protein which varies across countries and through time, and exporting countries and regions compete vigorously on protein content.
The purpose of this article is to analyse the demand for hard wheat classes and the effects of protein on exports from the United States. The article uses a novel dataset which allows us to draw inferences about both protein and wheat class demands using a choice model based on McFadden's (1974) random utility model. The article is motivated by a number of factors. First, existence of demands by protein levels suggests that market segments persist, which has implications for breeding and marketing strategies. Breeders continuously seek to improve functional characteristics which, in the context of our model, is an effort to increase purchase probabilities. Second, protein premiums are highly variable and impact class and protein demands. Third, while buyers' responses to quality and other factors have implications for breeders, an important missing element is how buyers respond to functional characteristics.
The article makes several contributions. First, the model and results allow a direct examination of market segments in the international wheat market. Specifically, we analyse demands by estimating a choice model where importers choose from a set of alternative protein categories as a function of product and country attributes. This approach allows comparisons of choices across both product and country attributes and measures how quality impacts purchase probabilities. For comparison, hedonic studies estimate the implicit price of measurable characteristics but do not indicate how the characteristic impacts demand or purchase decisions. These results indicate that buyers do indeed respond to quality in their demands, or purchase probabilities. These results show that there are clear market segments in the world hard wheat market, and these segments provide a means for marketers to differentiate. Finally, while a number of studies have analysed wheat class demands with highly aggregated data, the use of disaggregated data allows an exploration of market segments which have become highly differentiated across countries, classes, physical attributes, and implicit characteristics. To our knowledge, few studies have used a choice model to frame import demands.
Background and previous studies
Wheat has numerous end uses and functional characteristics. Wilson (1989) demonstrated that over time, differentiation (using the Hufbauer index) has increased. Wilson and Gallagher (1990) and Wilson (1989) indicated that there has been a growing diversity of demands for end-use characteristics. Wilson and Dahl (2008) analyse risks and strategic efficiency of different purchase specifications on achieving desired functional performance and Wilson, Dahl and Johnson (2007) analyse vertical integration and purchasing strategies to assure quality requirements. Economic analysis has also made important contributions to wheat breeding decisions and programs including the numerous studies on breeding issues in Australia (i.e. Brennan 1988 , 1990 , 1997 amongst others in the United States (Lambert and Wilson 2003; Dahl et al . 2004a,b) .
Most major wheat exporting countries have been analysing institutions that impact exports and quality. The EU changed their intervention policy to encourage adoption of varieties with higher end-use characteristics. In Canada, much of the debate has been on topics related to kernel visual distinguishability. Australia is evolving toward increased emphasis on niche marketing whereby varieties and production regions are being matched to customer needs. The Australian Wheat Board Golden Rewards Varietal Systems (ProFarmer Australia 2004 ) is an example of varietal marketing with an emphasis on protein. Argentina has studied its system with respect to differences between varieties and the inability to classify them according to functional differences (Cuniberti and Otamendi 2004) and changes have been implemented to class varieties by functional traits. Finally, China, in response to changes in demands, made changes in its wheat classification system in the early 2000s with the goal of improving functional quality (Lohmar et al . 2008) .
The U.S. grading system measures physical (not functional) characteristics, and these are the mechanisms upon which quality is measured and premiums and discounts derived. Premiums and discounts provide signals to growers and breeders, as well as to buyers, and they exist for grain factors, protein, and dockage. Implicit premiums may emerge for varieties and/or other functional differences in some cases, though these are not common.
Model specification
We model importer decisions to purchase wheat classes and protein levels in a choice framework. The model is conditional on purchases from the United States. Similar data do not exist for exports from other countries and hence, the assumption is maintained and results interpreted accordingly. Importers' choices are amongst two wheat classes (HRS and HRW) with multiple protein levels. Five protein levels are in the choice set. These include W-Ord, W-13, S-13, S-14, and S-15 where W and S stand for HRW and HRS, respectively, Ord refers to ordinary protein for winter wheat, and the numerical values indicate the protein level. The choice set is indexed by c = 1,2, . . . , C .
The choice is framed using McFadden's random utility model, and importers (not consumers) are assumed to make choices based on payoffs. Following convention in the literature, payoffs are represented by utility ( U ) but may be a direct function of profits if the importer were an end-user; or equivalently U could be interpreted as welfare if the decision-maker is an importing firm, a trading company or a government buying agency. Regardless, the label is of no consequence as the dependent variable is discrete and the payoffs are a function of observed product and country attributes as well as an error term. For a particular class/protein category ( k ) to be chosen, it must satisfy U k ≥ U c for all c . Utility consists of observed deterministic and unobserved components:
(1) where c represents the choice and i represents the observation. The deterministic component is represents the unobserved component. The probability that choice k is observed is
which is
The data consist of observations that include attributes that vary across the choice made and attributes of the importing countries that do not vary across the choice set. Attributes that vary across the choice set include prices of the choices ( P ci ) and variables representing expected values of functional characteristics ( F ci ) for that class and protein choice. In addition to attributes that vary across the choice set, we observe a set of variables that vary across the choice-maker. These are the macroeconomic and demographic variables conventionally considered to impact purchase decisions including income, domestic wheat production, urbanisation, women in the workforce, and traded goods. An intercept (alternative specific dummy), regional dummy variables, and a trend ( t ) (defined as 1 in 1986, 2 in 1987, etc.) were also included.
The model is specified with reference to specific types of variables. Let c , p , i , t represent the class and protein level imported by country i at time t . With this notation, the choice is a function of the intercept, trend, prices of each alternative, functional characteristics, and a set of importer characteristics represented in the following utility function: (4) where α cp = effect of alternative specific intercepts measured relative to W-Ord; δ cp = effect of the time trend measured relative to W-Ord; β p = effect of the price of class and protein level ( c , p ) at time t faced by importer i ; = effect of functional characteristics ( F ) which may vary across class and protein ( cp ); and = effect of variables that vary across importers ( i ), over time ( t ), and the response may vary across class and protein ( c , p ).
The model is a general representation and encompasses other specifications as special cases. A model based on attributes which vary across the choice set 
is a conditional logit. In the utility function above, such a variable is given by price. The coefficient is constrained equal across the various elements of the choice set. A model based on attributes which are constant across the choice set but vary across the decision maker is a multinomial model. These variables are represented by such variables as income, the level of wheat production, etc. These do not vary across the elements of the choice set, but do vary across countries over time. The corresponding parameters are relative to a base (W-Ord) and are indexed by the alternative. Such differences, though largely terminological, are useful here to delineate the different types of variables. In choice modelling under conditional logit, all variables that do not vary across importers disappear as the choice is made on the basis of differences in utility functions. If the response of each choice differs across alternative choices as in a multinomial logit (i.e. a different β for each alternative), then estimation proceeds by normalising the coefficient vector with respect to one of the alternatives. The parameters and marginal effects are then measured and interpreted relative to that alternative. In our case, the conditional and multinomial approaches are combined. We normalise with respect to W-Ord and the coefficients are interpreted relative to that alternative. The conditional logit model is obtained if the alternative specific dummy variables, the trend (interacted with the alternative specific dummy variables), functional characteristics, and the importers' specific characteristics are each jointly equal to zero. If the effect of price and functional characteristics is zero, the multinomial logit model is obtained. In the end, we estimate a model that allows for each type of effect. Specifically, the model contains variables that vary across the choice (e.g. price) and variables that vary only across the importers (e.g. income).
Data sources and behaviour
A novel dataset of individual shipments and characteristics is used in this study. It is the Export Grain Inspection System (EGIS) data from the Federal Grain Inspection Service (USDA-GIPSA 2003) . Similar data are not reported for other exporting countries. The dependent variable is the purchase decision for an individual shipment among different wheat types. Variables included in these data are detailed ship-lot grade and grain characteristics. For each shipment it contains grade, grade factors, class, protein, and whether protein is specified. These variables are reported for each shipment, which is our unit of observation, to each importing country. The EGIS data reflect the discrete decisions of importers about the characteristics of the purchase decision. Protein categories are class dependent. For HRW wheat, the two protein categories were 13 per cent or higher and 'Ord' for average protein levels less than 13 per cent. For HRS wheat, the three categories of protein were 13, 14, and 15 per cent for protein levels less than 14 per cent, 14-15 per cent, and 15 per cent or higher, respectively. are included, all of whom had purchased these classes of wheat at some time during the period of study.
End users specify hard wheats of different protein levels because of their underlying functional characteristics. These characteristics include falling numbers, wet gluten, absorption, extraction rates, and various farinograph measures such as stability and peak time. Typically, greater values are preferred, depending on the product being produced. These characteristics are particularly important to produce the types of products requiring higher gluten content (Wheat Marketing Center 2004) . The exact value required varies by product and process and would differ across importing countries. Typically, though not always, values for these functional characteristics are used as explicit contract terms between millers and bakers, or from an expectation based on previous experiences.
Functional characteristics are normally not measured within the marketing system (with the exception of falling numbers) nor observed in the data, but their numerical values are apparent from previous purchases and are reflected in crop quality reports that are widely distributed. Wheat protein, which is easily and routinely measured, is used as a proxy for these desired end-use characteristics. Values of functional characteristics explain at least part of the vertical differentiation between the classes and affect importers' decisions. If the characteristic increases and/or is greater for a possible choice relative to other possible choices, the probability of choosing the one with the higher characteristic should be larger. Table 1 shows the means of wheat protein and the underlying functional characteristics by class, as well as the correlations among them. These were estimated from annual average values for export cargo surveys from 1985 through 2003 for HRS and HRW wheat using observations for both by port area (Pacific North-west (PNW) and Gulf for HRW; and PNW, Gulf, and Lakes for HRS) (U.S. Wheat Associates various years). Strong correlations exist between protein and wet gluten and amongst these variables with absorption, peak time and tolerance.
We explain choices for class and protein with a set of attributes which apply to the choice made, for example, prices and functional characteristics, a set of attributes that apply to the importing country, and a trend. Annual wheat prices and protein premiums were used and derived for HRS (13, 14, 15) at Minneapolis, and for HRW at Kansas City. The final set of variables (apart from trend and regional dummy variables) is the set of importer characteristics. These are macroeconomic indicators and/or demographic variables that may impact preferences and choices. These variables vary across importers and through time, but not across the choice set, and reflect different preferences and import patterns across countries. We retained macro variables for which a complete set of observations was available for all countries, which included per capita income, wheat production in the importing country, and traded goods, which is a measure of a country's macro dependence on trade. A set of regional dummy variables was included to reflect interregional differences in preferences. We also included urbanisation and women in the workforce to reflect the demand for convenience, product choice, and impacts on wheat import quality decisions. Several organisations point to the role of these variables on the demand for quality (Courtmanche 2004; Lohmar 2004; ProExporter 2005a,b) , but their impacts are not well understood empirically. Data for these parameters were obtained from the World Bank (2004) .
Empirical results

Model selection
There are a number of econometric issues in estimating the choice model using individual trade data over time by different countries. Given the data are individual trades, the market shares are relatively small, and since prices are proxy variables (aggregate border prices for each element of the choice set), they were treated as exogenous. In addition, the data have panel features but are unbalanced. Thus, within the panel, some countries may appear and not appear, in any given time period, and a specific country may also have an unequal number of purchases.
We first present a set of specifications for descriptive purposes as well as to delineate the effects of relationship across broad classes of variables (i.e. trends, prices, importer characteristics, and functional attributes). We describe the models and the resulting final specification first and then provide an economic interpretation of the results.
The first specification included intercepts, trends, and prices. 1 The results suggest that over time the shares for S-15, S-13, and W-13 are declining, while those for S-14 and W-Ord are increasing. In addition, prices are important, and their inclusion does not impact the direction of the trends. Income and regional effects and importer country attributes were included in Model 1 (Table 2) . Regional dummies were added for Africa, Asia, Central and South America, Europe, Former Soviet Union, North America, and Oceania with Asia as the 'base' dummy. The results suggest strong effects for price, income, regional, and importer attributes (females in the workplace, urbanisation, and traded goods).
Functional characteristics and domestic wheat production were added in Model 2 and have a significant impact on purchase choices. Wet gluten and extraction rates were included as choice attributes reflecting functional characteristics of the underlying choice. These were introduced by allowing the effect to vary through the variables. These effects are significant. Domestic production is significant and was found to also have an interaction effect with urbanisation as shown in Model 3.
To evaluate the models we derived McFadden 1974 R2 (a likelihood ratio index). These values are 0.37, 0.39 and 0.42 for Models 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
2
A specification test was conducted to determine whether Model 3 was superior to others using a likelihood ratio test. Given we have the 'unrestricted model' identified, we derived the LR statistic for each of the 'restricted models' using this test. The log-likelihood statistics for Models 1, 2, and 3 were -19 576, -18 592, and -17 805, respectively. The results are all statistically significant, indicating that Model 3 is superior to the others and, thus, we use Model 3 for our economic interpretation below. The overall level of fit for Model 3, using McFadden's likelihood ratio index, is 0.41 without intercepts and 0.24 measured with intercepts only. We also calculated the overall classification rate for each model. The classification rates were 46, 48 and 50 for Models 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Finally, across specifications, the coefficients, remain statistically significant and similar in magnitude, pointing to the robustness of results.
The model has attributes that vary across choice and others that vary across individuals. To test this, we followed Greene's procedures which rest on testing to see if the former differs across various subsets of alternatives excluded. The McFadden-Hausman statistic was derived. These statistics indicated that IIA was not always satisfied. Inspection of the coefficients across the various subsets indicated that the coefficients on wet gluten and 2 These were derived. The LRI = 1 -ln(L)/ln(L0) where LnL is the likelihood maximised (the results reported) and Ln(L0) is the restricted likelihood (coefficients = 0) (McFadden 1974). We re-estimated a reduced version of the model as a mixed logit which does not place prior restrictions on the substitution effects. In this procedure, the coefficient on price was assumed to follow a normal distribution. The results from the mixed logit are very similar to those of the standard logit model, and the standard deviation was not statistically different from zero. 3 Given that the results are very similar, we use the standard logit model to explain and interpret the results below.
Economic interpretation
The economic interpretation of these results uses elasticities and/or marginal values derived from Model 3. Each is useful depending on the variable being evaluated, and their interpretations differ. Own-price and cross-price elasticities are calculated at each point in the sample and then averaged. These are evaluated using conventional formulas, e.g. Train (1993, p. 40) and Greene (2003, p. 723) . To illustrate, the formula to represent an increase in the price of the k th alternative on the probability of the j th alterative is.
We derived marginal effects for relevant discrete and physical variables. Marginal effects are the derivatives of the probability equation except in the case of regional dummy variables. For variables that vary across the choice (e.g. price), denoted for this purpose as x c the marginal effect is (6) where βx c is the coefficient on x c . Elasticities were obtained by multiplying the marginal change in probability by the ratio of price to probability. For variables that vary across importers but not across choices, we denoted for this purpose as x i , the marginal effect is
3 One explanation for the general failure of the IIA test and the mixed logit results is that the IIA test tests for differences in the parameter vectors. The test statistic, however, also has the difference in the covariance structures. The null may be rejected due to either a large difference in parameters or a small difference in the covariance structures. Given that the mixed logit gives small differences in the parameters, we take the failure to be the result of similar covariance structures.
and may not have the same sign as the coefficient. Finally, for discrete right-hand side variables, the marginal effect is the difference in predicted probability schedules at mean values of the continuous variables. In this case, we evaluated the probability function using means and differenced them with and without the dummies. All elasticities and marginals reported were derived by calculating the statistic at every point in the data and then averaging the result, except for the marginals reported on the dummy variables. In this case, we used mean values of the continuous right-hand side variables.
There has been substantial variability in premiums for higher protein choices over the time period of the study. Prices capture differences across choices as well as their variability over time. The own and cross-price elasticities (Table 3) indicate the percentage change in expected quantity from a percentage change in price. These are highly price elastic, and the elasticity is generally greater for higher protein choices and less for those with lower protein. In all cases, the impact is significant. The cross-price elasticities indicate that a change in prices of the alternatives (other class/protein options) has relatively little impact on purchase probabilities for S-15, S-13, and W-13. However, purchase probabilities for S-14 and W-Ord are highly responsive to price changes of other choices.
The macroeconomic and demographic variables retained in the final model include the level of traded goods, the percentage of females in the workforce, income, urbanisation, and wheat production. These are shown in the lower panels of Table 3 . The level of trade is positively related to each choice. An increase in trade has the impact of increasing the purchase probability of W-13, S-13, S-14, and S-15 at the cost of W-Ord. Countries with greater trade have greater purchase probabilities for these choices.
Variability in income impacts choice. These are positive and relatively inelastic, with the exception of S-13. Countries with greater incomes have greater purchase probabilities for S-15, S-14, and W-13 relative to W-Ord. However, they have a lesser purchase probability for S-13. This suggests that low income countries have a greater tendency to purchase S-13, whereas higher income countries have a greater tendency to purchase higher protein choices.
Female participation and urbanisation were included as a measure of the demand for convenience. Greater female participation in the workforce tends to have a greater demand for products that would be more convenient and for ingredients necessary to produce these products (e.g. meals away from home, hamburgers, fast food, pizza, etc.). These results indicate that this is a very significant effect. The elasticities for each of the HRS wheat choices are all positive and relatively large. In addition, the elasticities for S-15 are nearly double those for the lower protein HRS wheats. These suggest that countries with a greater female workforce tend to buy a greater proportion of higher protein HRS wheats than others.
The other demographic variable is urbanisation. There has been a growing trend for countries to become urbanised, and there is substantial variability in urbanisation across countries. By itself, greater urbanisation has the impact of reducing purchase probabilities of the HRS wheat choices. However, this is highly dependent on the level of domestic wheat production. As it turns out, this impact has quite an interesting effect on choice probabilities. The effect of both wheat production and urbanisation is negative when evaluated individually, but the interaction effect is positive. These relationships are shown in Figure 1 . As domestic wheat production increases, the purchase probability for S-15 increases. This is because in many countries, local wheat production is generally of lower quality, which has the impact of shifting the choice probability for imports to higher proteins for blending purposes. For S-14 and S-13, the effect of wheat production is initially positive and then becomes negative. For countries with lower levels of wheat production, the effect of these choices is positive; but for countries with a larger level of wheat production, the effect turns negative. For both W-13 and W-Ord, the effect is largely negative but highly non-linear. For these choices, increases in local wheat production have the impact of reducing the imports of this class. This is likely due to the demand for blending. Since local production is generally of lower quality and protein, there is less need to supplement imports with like-quality wheat. These results provide much better clarity on the role of urbanisation vs. previous suggestions. As urbanisation and wheat production change, the quality and protein of imports should change as well.
Wet gluten content and extraction rates are two important characteristics, and values for these were included as choice attributes. These effects were highly significant. To evaluate their effect, we derived elasticities (Table 4) and marginal effects of each (Table 5 ). Improvement in both has a positive impact on the purchase probability for that choice. As shown in the elasticities, the impact is greater for higher protein choices and for HRS wheat. The own-marginal effects are greatest for S-14 and W-Ord for both wet gluten and extraction. These mean that a 1 unit increase in wet gluten results in a Figure 1 Effect of wheat production (and its interaction at median urbanization) on purchase probabilities, derived using median values.
0.06 increase in purchase probability of S-14 and a decline in the purchase probability for each of the other choices. That for W-Ord declines the most. The elasticities indicate a 1 per cent change in wet gluten has a 4 -10 per cent change in the purchase probabilities, whereas a 1 per cent change in extraction has a 13-25 per cent change in purchase probabilities.
These results have important implications for breeders. They indicate that improvements in quality, measured here by wet gluten content and extraction, result in an increase in purchase probabilities or market shares. These effects are significant assuming the impact of prices, as well as other macro and demographic variables, are constant. Thus, quality improvement is reflected in an increase in purchase probabilities and market shares for that choice. These are traits that can be bred for, and these results provide positive motivation for focus on these factors, which is fairly important. These results provide greater insight on this issue than those reflected in other studies using hedonic price functions.
Interpretation of regional coefficients is the change in the log odds of choosing class/protein relative to W-Ord. The effect of regions was evaluated by fitting the probability function for each alternative with and without the dummy for each region (following Greene 2003, p. 668) . The marginal effect Table 5 ) is the difference in the probabilities mean values of demanding a specific grade (S-15) between the regions listed (e.g. Africa) and the base region (Asia). The value is the change in the probability with and without the dummy. For example, suppose the estimated probability of S-14 for Asia is 0.50, the value of -9.79 for Africa means the estimated probability for Africa is 0.40.
The results can be interpreted as a region's idiosyncratic preference relative to those in Asia. Africa has negative preference for S-15, S-14, and S-13 but a very strong preference for W-13 and W-Ord. The results are nearly just the opposite in Europe, which has a preference for S-14 and S-15, but weaker preference for S-13, W-13, and W-Ord. Compared to Asia and holding everything else constant, Europe will import nearly 4 per cent more of S-15 but substantially less of the other classes. Finally, Central and South America have strong preferences for all spring wheats, but not lower protein winter wheat, and Oceania has extremely strong preferences for S-14 and W-13 but extremely negative (weak) preferences for W-Ord.
China is one of the more interesting and dynamic countries in the world wheat market. China is a very large producer of wheat, its urbanisation is changing, and incomes have been increasing rapidly (Lohmar 2004) . Traditionally, imports by China consisted of lower protein wheats from the United States and lower grades from Canada. For illustration, the model was used to explain the impacts of these variables on the composition of wheat imports into that country (Figure 2 ). Results show that as incomes increase, combined with the impacts of urbanisation and changes in wheat production, there are shifts in demands for wheat classes and proteins. As incomes increase, there are drastic reductions in the import share of HRW-Ord. This is offset by a sharp increase in demands for HRS-13 and concurrent increases in HRS-14 and HRS-15, each of which converge toward 20 per cent. Indeed, recent purchase behaviour has nearly mimicked these changes (International Grains Council 2005).
Summary and implications
Protein is a quality characteristic that is measured in the marketing system and is an important specification in most hard wheat transactions. It has premiums and discounts which are important and are highly variable. Some buyers buy only one protein level while others buy multiple levels and/or classes, and these choices vary through time. The purpose of this article was to analyse the demand for protein choices in the hard wheat market and to evaluate factors that impact these choices. We developed a choice-based model of wheat purchasing and estimated it using a hybrid specification, incorporating multinomial and conditional relationships. We used a novel dataset on individual export shipments across countries and through time which included which class and protein level they purchased.
The results indicate that there have been increasing trends (in the unconditional model) in S-14 and W-Ord but decreases in other choices. Prices are highly elastic and greater for higher protein levels. Urbanisation and females in the workforce had important impacts, generally favouring higher protein wheats and reflecting demands for convenience. Urbanisation and wheat production have an interesting impact on purchase probabilities. For each there is a negative direct effect for the higher protein classes relative to W-Ord. However, direct interpretation is more complicated due to a significant positive interaction between urbanisation and production. Thus, for the higher protein classes, the effects of urbanisation (production) are tempered by or may affect the sign of the effect of the level of production (urbanisation). These results suggest that importers' choices of protein are highly impacted by their country's wheat production. For countries with higher production, there is a tendency to shift to higher protein imports, suggesting the need for blending purposes. For countries with lower wheat production, there is a greater tendency to increase their purchases of the lower protein HRW wheats. Finally, functional characteristics have an important impact on purchase probabilities. In particular, increases in either extraction rates or wet gluten have had a significant impact on purchase probabilities.
There are three implications from these results. First, the results provide a better understanding of the role of quality and wheat protein on importers' choice. These are important for numerous countries that are evaluating their marketing systems with respect to wheat quality. While there have been a number of studies on wheat class demands, the distinctions among class, protein and functional characteristics have not been considered empirically. Likewise, there are many studies that measure the hedonic value of characteristics, but, these are of measured characteristics and do not indicate how they impact demands. These results provide a better understanding of the role of these classes and protein of wheat in international trade and competition. They also indicate preferences within the hard wheat market, as well as factors impacting these preferences. Second, they clearly indicate there are segments in the international wheat market. In this case, these are segmented by class and protein choice. Incomes, geography, and demographics all impact a country's purchase choices. These findings help explain the existence of market segments, which has implications for marketing and promotion. The results indicate that HRS wheat and higher proteins are preferred in some regions, but not others. There is demand for both lower and higher protein hard wheats, and these vary by geography and demographic characteristics. Thus, in a segmented market, it may be appropriate to promote development of both higher and lower protein hard wheats. Finally, the results have important implications for breeders. In particular, they indicate that improvements in functional characteristics increase purchase probabilities and market shares, and these should provide motivations for longer term improvement in quality.
